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Nike Kobe XI Elite Low 4KB Series in the last two works of 'Pale Horse' is expected to be listed in the United States at time 10/28,
the time point happens to Halloween with close, but also to the original the grey horse with death meaning in allusions in closer to the
story behind. In this series of "New Testament" inside the "Revelation" of the blessing, has a rich background story, it also brought
many different details, like the insoles to snake around the skull, and the design of similar heel ribs and right heel jadoku are quite
hard! In addition, even in the official picture has not yet seen "luminous outsole", but according to mention mentioned in the
information "Glow" words, perhaps you can expect a real shoe surprise. 

source: Sole Collector

recently major sports product news is? Nike announced the termination of Livestrong and Cancer Foundation 9 years of sponsorship,
that is to say we cannot see any Livestrong under the name of the product, and this time the end of the series, let us to review what
are the classic joint works. In the name of Livestrong branded shoes? The most iconic feature is the eye-catching yellow color,
covering a variety of sports shoes for each part of the field of the athletes in this series has a special love, the well-known foreign
website specially selected 15 pairs of shoes a classic style let you aftertaste aftertaste. 

news source: nicekicks
?

for all exploration shoe finishing has announced to sell dealers to stay in the Facebook, hoping to help you start planning the trip, each
distribution point of sale date is not the same, some offering loo tomorrow, are interested in prospecting shoe special attention, of
course there will be some department store sale. Also please call, this release is no longer updated, all the actual selling way and the
place to store transaction mechanism please announcement. 

Nike official release announcement at 

source: SNEAKER NEWS

Jordan Dominate Pro Football Cleats 2 add NIKEiD service luo! You can design the general, burst and geometric uppers through the
options. Besides, the nail on the soles of the soles can be adjusted according to the requirements, so as to design your own Jordan
Dominate Pro 2. 

source: Sole Collector

Under Armour Curry Two 'Dub Nation' will be sold at a particular store tomorrow. We will be responsible for arranging the distributors'
links for the current sales methods in Facebook. The actual selling methods, mechanisms and locations are subject to the store's
announcement and the information will be updated until 23:59 tonight. 
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Under Armour 
flagship store loyalty
After 
Kanye West switched to Adidas, every move was the focus of attention, and the subjects concerned about the shoes naturally
focused on the shoes on their feet. Last week, the American singer Trinidad James in his Instagram showed a pair of yellow Adidas
Yeezy Boost, was immediately attracted everyone's attention. It was soon proved that this pair was a customized work, but through
this exposure, it would also make people wonder if Yeezy Boost will have other opportunities for color debut. If true, what kind of
collocation do you want most of all? 

source: Nicekicks

to the NB 99x series from the set of the latest shoes classic design in a New Balance 009, cushioning system with double density,
similar to the 999 types of chloroprene rubber outsole, the first wave of color will be on sale in the United States on July 1st, priced
110 dollars. In order to meet the new birth month at the beginning of shoes, New Balance also organized a world tour, beginning in



June 2nd from New York to Berlin, in succession (6/9), Seoul (6/14) and Losangeles (6/30) and other large city, in the local virtual
reality interactive experience and music party, let more people together understanding this pair of new works. Interested friends can
search for #My009 on social platforms, learn about events, or track New Balance's official Snapchat. 

, @indirawrs, showing, off, the, new,, with, augmented,, reality., #NBworldtour, #My009, #nbnumbers

A, video, posted, by, New, Balance, Lifestyle (@nb_lifestyle), on, Jun 2,, at, 6:18pm, PDT

source: Nice Kicks

The International Association of 
(FIBA) three on three basketball qualifying this year by the Taipei sports brand DADA SUPREME and Republic of China Sports
Association Exchange Association jointly organized in May 22nd in Taipei City, the new Viaduct under the basketball court, the day
held a grand opening press conference, not only invited to the scene on behalf of DADA star Chen Ziwei, retired SBL star "" Lin
Qunfeng, "magic murder peak" Dad, Xingliang Luo active SBL players Zhu Yizong, Guo Shaojie, Xu Zhanyuan, Li Yishen also invited
to the ball, the unveiling of DADA 2016 FIBA 3 Prelude on 3 Taipei qualifier, the first to launch the first wave of summer basketball
feast in the summer. 
In the event of 
DADA general manager Jiang Zhixiang said: "I hope by this opportunity to help players on the international stage, DADA as a global
sports brand of street culture, we continue through the promotion of basketball, hip-hop, hip-hop and other activities, to show the out
of the ordinary brand attributes, but also to attract more people to join the ranks of the movement in the street. "
." 
FIBA 3on3 as a high-level international competitions, this year a total of more than 100 enrollment team team, including various street
basketball players, SBL players, UBA more active occupation team players competed together, competing for the world finals. And
DADA signing player Chen Ziwei also said, in fact, now Taiwan's three to three games a lot, but in FIBA registration and international
integration ranking players rarely. This kind of competition will not have the stature limit, the player can use the speed, the outer line to
make up the body condition insufficiency, hoped that the future will be more popular in the domestic. This event will be held at U18
and women's heats on May 29th, the final will be in June 12th in the new basketball court held under the viaduct, fellow contestants
have been eager for a fight, the situation will attract many basketball fans to watch.
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